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Abstract
Large deviation principles are established for the Fleming{Viot processes with neutral muta-
tion and selection, and the corresponding equilibrium measures as the sampling rate goes to 0.
All results are rst proved for the nite allele model, and then generalized, through the projec-
tive limit technique, to the innite allele model. Explicit expressions are obtained for the rate
functions. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Fleming{Viot process is a measure-valued process describing the evolution of
the distribution of genotypes in a population. In the case of two alleles it reduces to a
one-dimensional diusion process that approximates the classical Wright{Fisher model.
The standard model in population genetics involves mutation, replacement sampling,
and selective advantages among various genotypes (se Hartl and Clark (1989)).
Let E be a compact metric space, C(E) be the set of continuous functions on E,
and M1(E) denote the space of all probability measures on E with the topology of
weak convergence. Let A be the generator of a Markov process on E with domain
D(A). Dene D= fF :F()=f(h; i); f2C1b (R); 2D(A); 2M1(E)g. Then the
generator of the Fleming{Viot process is
LF() =
Z
E

A
F()
(x)

(dx) +

2
Z
E
Z
E

2F()
(x)(y)

Q(; dx; dy)
=f0(h; i) h; Ai+ 
2
Z Z
(x)(y)Q(; dx; dy); (1.1)
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where
F()=(x)= lim
!0+
−1fF( + x)− F()g;
2F()=(x)(y)= lim
1!0+;2!0+
(1 2)−1fF( + 1x + 2y)− F()g;
Q(; dx; dy)= (dx)x(dy)− (dx)(dy);
and x stands for the Dirac measure at x2E. The domain of L is D. E is called the
type space, A is known as the mutation operator, and the last term in Eq. (1.1) describes
the continuous sampling. If the mutation operator has the form of Af(x)= 2
R
(f(y)−
f(x))0(dy) with 0 2M1(E), we call the process a Fleming{Viot process with neutral
mutation. It is known that the Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation has a unique
reversible probability measure (cf. Ethier and Kurtz, 1993).
In the present article we will consider the limiting behavior of this process as ! 0:
In the rst principal result we establish a large deviation principle (henceforth, LDP)
for the sequence of reversible measures. It turns out that the sequence converges to the
probability xed point 0 of the mutation operator exponentially fast and for =1; 
0 the deviation is characterized by the relative entropy dened as
H (0j)=
 sE h log h d if 0  ;
1 otherwise, (1.2)
where h is the Radon{Nikodym derivative of 0 with respect to . It is known, by
Sanov’s theorem, that the empirical measure f 1n
Pn
k=1 Xkgn>1 of an i.i.d. sequence of
random variables with common distribution 0 converges exponentially fast to 0 as
n goes to innity, and the deviation is characterized by the relative entropy H (j0).
Our example here may be the rst among the large deviation literature that has this
\reversed" form of relative entropy as rate function. In Sanov’s theorem, the inuence
of sampling is dominant while in the Fleming{Viot case this inuence decreases to zero.
This may be an explanation for the \reversed" expression of the two rate functions.
The second-principal result of this article establishes a path level LDP for the
Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation and with selection. This can be viewed as
an Freidlin{Wentzell-type result in innite dimension. Furthermore, the existing results
on large deviations for nite-dimensional diusions usually assume either the diusion
coecient is non-degenerate or the square root of the diusion coecient is uniformly
Lipschitz continuous, but our model with nite alleles satises neither of them. Hence
our results also include an extension of the nite-dimensional Freidlin{Wentzell theory.
The sampling rate  can be interpreted as the inverse population size and the large
deviation results of this paper describe the deviations from the \innite population"
deterministic limit.
The large deviation result for equilibrium measures is proved in Section 2 and the
path level LDP is proved in Section 3. We will rst prove the LDP for the Fleming{
Viot process with neutral mutation, and then, by the Cameron{Martin{Girsanov trans-
formation, for the case with selection. For processes without selection we will rst
prove the result for the nite allele model, and then generalize, through the projective
limit technique, to the innite allele model.
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2. LDP for equilibrium measures
Let the following objects be given: X a Hausdor topological space, BX a -algebra
of space X , fPg>0 a family of probability measures on (X;BX ), fag>0 a family of
positive numbers tending to zero as  goes to zero, and a function I :X ! [0;1].
Denition 2.1. The function I :X ! [0;1] is called a rate function if it is lower
semicontinuous. A rate function is called the good rate function if for any r>0; the
level set I (r)= fx2X : I(x)6rg is compact. The constant a is called the speed.
Denition 2.2. fPg satises a LDP with the rate function (or good rate function) I if
1. for each BX -measurable open subset G of X
lim inf
!0
a log P(G)>− inf
x2G
I(x); (2.1)
2. for each BX -measurable closed subset B of X
lim sup
!0
a log P(B)6− inf
x2 B
I(x); (2.2)
Remark. The BX -measurable condition is needed when B is not the Borel -algebra
and not all open or closed sets are BX -measurable. This situation may occur when the
space X is not separable. When the space X is compact, all rate functions are good rate
functions. Also the function I in the above denition is unique when X is a regular
topological space. For an excellent introduction to basic concepts and techniques of
large deviations refer to Dembo and Zeitouni (1993).
In this section we will establish LDP for the equilibrium measures of the Fleming{
Viot processes with neutral mutation and with selection. We will start with the case
when the type space E is nite. Then, by using the projective limit technique, we
obtain results for the case of E= [0; 1].
For any n>1, let E= f1; 2; : : : ; ng. The space M1(E), the set of all probability mea-
sures on E, can be identied with the (n− 1)-dimensional simplex
n=
(
x=(x1; : : : ; xn): xi>0; i=1; : : : ; n;
nX
i=1
xi=1
)
:
The Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation reduces to the neutral one-locus n-
allele diusion process with generator
A=

2
nX
i; j=1
xi(ij − xj) @
2
@xi@xj
+
nX
i=1
0
@ nX
j=1
xjqji
1
A @
@xi
;
where qji (j 6= i) is the intensity of a mutation from allele j to allele i, and qjj =
−Pi 6=j qji:
Let m denote the Lebesgue measure on n. If the innitesimal matrix (qij) is ir-
reducible, then this diusion has a unique stationary distribution which is absolutely
continuous with respect to m. (cf. Shiga, 1981).
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In the special case of parent-independent mutation, i.e.,
qij =

2
pj>0; 16i 6= j6n;
nX
i=1
pi=1; >0:
Wright (1949) discovered that for p=(p1; : : : ; pn), the unique stationary distribution
;;p 2M1(n) is the Dirichlet distribution with parameters p1; : : : ; pn given by
;;p(dx)=
 [−1]
 (−1p1)    (−1pn)x
−1p1−1
1    x
−1pn−1
n dx1    dxn−1:
For any Borel measurable subset C of n, we have by Stirling’s formula
log;;p(C)
= log
( p
2(−1)
−1−1=2e=12
(
p
2)n(−1p1)
−1p1−1=2e1=12p1    (−1pn)−1pn−1=2en=12pn

Z
C
x
−1p1−1
1    x
−1pn−1
n dx1    dxn−1

=
n− 1
2
log
1
2
+
1
2
log
(p1)    (pn)

+

12

− 1
p1
−    − n
pn

−−1
nX
i=1
pi logpi + log
Z
C
x
−1p1−1
1    x
−1pn−1
n dx1    dxn−1; (2.3)
where 0<; 1; : : : ; n < 1 are some constants.
For any  > 0, let C= fx2C: min16i6n xi>g. For any measurable function f on
n, jjfjjL−1 denotes the L
−1
norm of f with respect to measure m. Then we have
for  < min16i6nfpig,
jjICe
Pn
i=1pi log xi jjL−1 =
Z
C
x
−1p1
1    x
−1pn
n dx1    dxn−1

6
Z
C
x
−1p1−1
1    x
−1pn−1
n dx1    dxn−1

= jjICe
Pn
i=1(pi−) log xi jjL−1
6 jjIAe
Pn
i=1pi log xi jjL−1

1

n
+ m(CnC)
6 jjICe
Pn
i=1pi log xi jjL−1

1


+ m(CnC): (2.4)
Letting ! 0, then ! 0, we get
lim
!0
Z
C
x
−1p1−1
1    x
−1pn−1
n dx1    dxn−1

= ess sup
n
ICe
Pn
i=1pi log xi : x2n
o
: (2.5)
For any subset B of n, we have
ess supfIBe
Pn
i=1pi log xi : x2ng6e− inf x2B
Pn
i=1pi log 1=xi : (2.6)
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On the other hand, for any open subset G of n,
ess supfIGe
Pn
i=1pi log xi : x2ng= ess supfe
Pn
i=1pi log xi : x2Gg
= e− inf x2G
Pn
i=1pi log 1=xi : (2.7)
By Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) we get that for any closed subset B of n
lim sup
!0
 log;;p(B)6−  inf
x2B
(
nX
i=1

pi log
1
xi
+ pi logpi
)
: (2.8)
From Eqs. (2.3) (2.5) and (2.7), we obtain that for any open subset G of n
lim inf
!0
 log;;p(G)>−  inf
x2G
(
nX
i=1

pi log
1
xi
+ pi logpi
)
: (2.9)
Note that in the present situation the relative entropy H (p jx) of p with respect to x
is given by
H (p jx)=
nX
i=1
pi log
pi
xi
;
and is non-negative, continuous. This combined with the compactness of n implies
that all level sets of fx2n: H (pjx)6rg are compact. Thus, we have proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. When the mutation is parent independent, the family f;;pg>0 sat-
ises a LDP on space n with the good rate function I p(x)= H (pjx) as  goes to
zero.
Remark. It is well known that the relative entropy H (x jp) is the rate function de-
scribing the large deviations of the empirical measure of an i.i.d. sequence of random
variables with common distribution p. In the case of =1 the rate function in Theo-
rem 2.1 has an \reversed" expression H (p jx).
In Theorem 2.1, the probability measure p is positive for every type i in E. By mak-
ing xi=0 whenever pi=0, the Dirichlet distribution can be dened for any p2n as
follows. Without loss of generality, let p=(p1; : : : ; pr; 0; : : : ; 0); r<n; ~p=(p1; : : : ; pr).
We dene
;;p=;; ~p  ⊗n−r0 : (2.10)
For any p; x2n, dene
I p(x)=

H (pjx) if x  p;
1 otherwise, (2.11)
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Then a generalized version of Theorem 2.1 can be stated as follows.
Theorem 2.2 For any p2n; the family f;;pg>0 satises a LDP on space n
with the good rate function I p(x) as  goes to zero.
Next, we consider the case when the type space E= [0; 1]. Let M1([0; 1]) be the
collection of all probability measures on [0; 1] with the topology of weak convergence.
Another topology on M1([0; 1]) needed in the sequel is called the  topology which is
the smallest topology such that for each bounded measurable function f on [0; 1], the
map  ! R 10 f(z)(dz) is continuous. The -topology on M1([0; 1]) is stronger than
the weak topology. But when the type space E is nite, the two topologies coincide
with each other. We use M1 ([0; 1]) to denote the space of all probability measures on
[0; 1] equipped with the  topology.
Note that for each x2 [0; 1], let Vx = f2M1([0; 1]): (x)> 34g. Then each Vx is an
non-empty open set in the  topology and for dierent x; y2 [0; 1]; Vx and Vy are dis-
joint. Since there are uncountable number of such open sets, the space M1 ([0; 1]) is not
separable. The -algebra B on M1 ([0; 1]) is dened to be the smallest
-algebra such that for every bounded, measurable function f on [0; 1], the map !R 1
0 f(x) d(x) is measurable. It is known (cf. Dembo and Zeitouni (1993)) that the
Borel -algebra of space M1([0; 1]) is the same as B. We use B to denote this
common -algebra throughout the remainder of this section.
Let
P= ffB1; : : : ; Brg: r>1; B1; : : : ; Br
is a partition of [0; 1] by Borel measurable setsg (2.12)
be the collection of all nite partitions of [0; 1]. For any 2M1([0; 1]); |= fB1; : : : ;
Brg2P, dene |()= ((B1); : : : ; (Br)).
For any ; 2M1([0; 1]), let H ( j) be the relative entropy of  with respect to 
dened in Eq. (1.2). Then it is known (cf. Donsker and Varadhan, 1975) that
H (j) = sup
g2C([0;1])
(Z 1
0
g d − log
Z 1
0
eg d
)
= sup
g2B([0;1])
(Z 1
0
g d − log
Z 1
0
eg d
)
; (2.13)
where C([0; 1]); B([0; 1]) are the sets of continuous functions and bounded measurable
functions on [0; 1], respectively.
The following expression of the relative entropy will be repeatedly used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.3. For any ; 2M1([0; 1]);
H ( j)= sup
|2P
H (|()j|()): (2.14)
Proof. If  is not absolutely continuous with respect to , then both sides of Eq. (2.14)
are innity. Now, we assume that h=d=d exists. Then for any |=(B1; : : : ; Br)2P,
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choose a function g2B([0; 1]) such that
g(z)=
X
i : (Bi)>0
log
(Bi)
(Bi)
IBi(z):
By direct calculation we have
H (|() j|())=
Z 1
0
g(z) d − log
Z 1
0
eg(z) d:
By Eq. (2.13), we get H (|() j|())6H ( j) which implies that
sup|2P H (|() j|())6H ( j). On the other hand, for any n>1, let
hn(x)=
n2nX
k=1
(k − 1)=2nIBk (x) + nIAn(x);
where Bk = fz: (k−1)=2n6h(z)<k=2ng; An= fz : h(z)>ng. The fact that h is integrable
with respect to  implies that hn is an increasing sequence of nonnegative simple
functions converging to h almost surely with respect to . Let ‘= fB1; : : : ; Bn2n ; Ang.
Then we have
sup
|2P
H (|() j|())>H (‘() j‘())>
Z 1
0
hn log hn d:
Let n go to innity, we get Eq. (2.14) by Eq. (1.2) and the monotone convergence
theorem.
Now, we are ready to prove large deviation results for equilibrium measures of some
Fleming{Viot processes. A Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation has a generator
of the following form:
LF()=
Z
E

A
F()
(z)

(dz) +

2
Z
E
Z
E

2F()
(z)(y)

Q(; dz; dy); (2.15)
where E= [0; 1]; >0; 0 2M1([0; 1]), and
Af(z)=

2
Z 1
0
(f(y)− f(z))0(dy);
Q(; dz; dy)= (dz)z(dy)− (dz)(dy):
For any symmetric bounded measurable function V (z; y)2B([0; 1] [0; 1]), let
V ()=
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
V (z; y)(dz)(dy);
and 
V ()

;
F


=
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
F

(z)[V (z; y)− V (y; w)] (dz)(dy)(dw):
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Then the generator of a Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation and selection
takes the form:
LVF()=LF() +

V ()

;
F


; (2.16)
where V is called the tness function.
It is known (cf. Theorems 3:1 and 3:2 in Ethier and Kurtz, 1993) that the martingale
problem associated with generators L and LV are well-posed. Shiga (1990) shows
that the Fleming{Viot process with generator L has a unique, reversible stationary
distribution ;; 0 2M1(M1([0; 1])), which is the distribution of a M1([0; 1])-valued
random variable  characterized by the property that whenever r>2 and B1; : : : ; Br is
a partition of [0; 1], ((B1); : : : ; (Br)) has the Dirichlet distribution with parameters
(=)0(B1); : : : ; (=)0(Br). (Note that zero parameters can be removed to create a
Dirichlet distribution on a simplex with dimension less than r.) The Fleming{Viot
process with neutral mutation and selection also has a unique, reversible stationary
distribution given by
;; 0 ; V (d)=Z
−1 exp

V ()


;; 0 (d); (2.17)
where Z is the normalizing constant (cf. Ethier and Kurtz, 1994).
Theorem 2.4. The family f;; 0g satises a LDP on space M1 ([0; 1]) with the good
rate function
I 0 ()=
8<
:
H (0j) if  0;
1 otherwise:
(2.18)
Proof. First note that the set of all nite partitions P, partially ordered by | { i |
is ner than {, is a partially ordered right-ltering set. For every |=(B1; : : : ; Br)2P,
let
X|=
(
x=(xB1 ; : : : ; xBr ): xBi>0; i=1; : : : ; r;
rX
i=1
xBi =1
)
:
For any {=(C1; : : : ; Cl), |=(B1; : : : ; Br)2P, | {, dene
{| : X|!X{; (xB1 ; : : : ; xBr )!
 X
BkC1
xBk ; : : : ;
X
BkCl
xBk
!
:
Let X represent the projective limit of the family fX|; {|; {; |2 J;g, | be the
projective mapping. Then we have M1([0; 1])X by identifying 2M1([0; 1]) with
the projective limit of f((B1); : : : ; (Br)): |=(B1; : : : ; Br)2Pg.
On the other hand, any element  of X can be viewed as a nitely additive measure
on [0; 1]. For any f2C([0; 1]) and 2X, we dene the following \abstract integral"
of f with respect to :
h; fi = lim
n!1
2n−1X
k=0
f(2−nk)xBk ;
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where B0 = [0; 2−n), Bk =(2−nk; 2−n(k + 1)] for k =1; : : : ; 2−n − 1. The existence of
this limit is guaranteed since
P2n−1
k=0 f(2
−nk)xBk is a bounded Cauchy sequence. From
this denition and the fact that any decreasing sequence fn 2C([0; 1]) which converges
to zero pointwisely converges to zero uniformly (Dini’s theorem), we conclude that
h; fi is a linear form on space C([0; 1]) satisfying:
(a) h; fi>0 for f>0;
(b) h; fi=1 for f 1;
(c) h; fi! 0 as f # 0 pointwise.
By the Daniell{Stone theorem (see e.g. p. 197 of Bauer, 1981),  is a probability
measure on the Borel -algebra of [0; 1]. The projective topology obtained is just the
-topology. Hence we have X=M1 ([0; 1]). By Theorems 2:2 and 3:3 of Dawson and
Gartner (1987) we have that the family f;; 0g satises a LDP on space X with the
good rate function
I()= supfI |(0)(|()): |2Pg: (2.19)
From Eq. (2.3), we see that I()= I 0 ():
Now, let
C(; 0; V )= sup
2M1(E)
fV ()− I 0 ()g; I ; V0 ()=C(; 0; V )− [V ()− I 0 ()]:
Then we have the following LDP.
Theorem 2.5. The family f;; 0 ; Vg satises a LDP on space M1([0; 1]) with the
good rate function I ;V0 ().
Proof. Since C(; 0; V ) is a constant, V () is bounded continuous in the -topology,
any level set of function I ;V0 () is a -closed subset of a level set of function I

0 ().
Hence I ;V0 () is a good rate function in the -topology, and thus in the weak topology
too.
By using Varadhan’s Lemma, we have for any F()2C(M1([0; 1])),
lim
!0
 log Z = lim
!0
 log
Z
M1([0;1])
eV ()=; ; 0 (d)=C(; 0; V );
lim
!0
 log
Z
M1([0;1])
eF()=; ; 0 ; V (d)=C(; 0; F + V )− C(; 0; V ):
Since M1([0; 1]) is compact and thus the family ;; 0 ; V is exponential tight, by
Bryc’s inverse Varadhan Lemma (cf. Section 4:4 of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993), we
get that the family f;; 0 ; Vg satises a LDP on space M1([0; 1]) with the good rate
function I ;V0 ().
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3. Path level LDP
In this section we will establish three LDPs at the path level: LDP for nite type
(or allele) model, LDP for the Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation, and LDP
for the Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation and selection. The novelty of our
result for nite type model is that the diusion coecient of the corresponding diusion
process is degenerate and the square root of the diusion coecient is non-Lipschitz.
This is an extension of the Freidlin{Wentzell theory.
3.1. LDP For nite allele model
Dene
Sn=
(
x = (x1; : : : ; xn−1): xi>0; i=1; : : : ; n− 1;
n−1X
i=1
xi61
)
:
The Fleming{Viot process with nite allele and neutral mutation is a nite-dimensional
diusion process described by the following system of stochastic dierential equations:
dxk(t)= bk(x
(t)) dt + 
n−1X
l=1
kl(x(t)) dBl(t); 16k6n− 1; (3.1)
where x(t)= (x1(t); : : : ; x

n−1(t)), bk(x
(t))= 2 (pk − xk(t)), and (x(t))= (kl
(x(t)))16k; l6n−1 is given by
(x(t))0(x(t))=D(x(t))= (xk(t)(kl − xl (t)))16k; l6n−1;
and Bl(t); 16l6n− 1 are independent Brownian motions,  = 2; pk = 0(k)>0.
For a xed T>0 and x2Sn, let C([0; T ];Sn) be the space of all Sn-valued contin-
uous functions on [0; T ] endowed with the uniform topology, and Px denote the law
of x() starting at x.
Lemma 3.1. The family fPx g>0 is exponentially tight on C([0; T ];Sn) for all x2Sn.
Proof. Let c1> supx2Sn kb(x)k, c2 = supkk= 1; x2Sn h; D(x)i>0: For any a>0,
choose m0>1; 0>0 such that for m>m0; 60, we have 2(n − 1)m2T>1 and
a−2>1. Dene
Ka=
\
m>m0
(
x()2C([0; T ];Sn); sup
t; s2[0; T ]; jt−sj<m
jx(t)− x(s)j6m
)
;
where
m=
1
m2
; m= c1m +

2c2(n− 1)a

1
m
+ m ln
2(n− 1)T
m
1=2
:
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Let b(x)= (b1(x); : : : ; bn−1(x)): Then we have
Px fx()2Kcag6
1X
m=m0
P
(
sup
t; s2[0; T ]; jt−sj<m
jx(t)− x(s)j>m
)
6
1X
m=m0
P
(
sup
t; s2[0; T ]; jt−sj<m
jx(t)− x(s)
−
Z t
s
b(x())dj>m − c1m

6
1X
m=m0
2(n− 1)T
m
exp

− (m − c1m)
2
2c2(n− 1)m2

=
1X
m=m0
2(n− 1)T
m
exp

− a
m2
(1=m+ m ln(2(n− 1)T=m))

6
1X
m=m0
2(n− 1)T
m

m
2(n− 1)T
a=2
 exp(−am=2)6 exp(−
a
2 )
1− exp(− a2 )
; (3.2)
where the third inequality is obtained by using Theorem 4:2:1 in Stroock and Varadhan
(1979). Letting  go to zero, we get
lim sup
!0
2 logPx fKcag6−a: (3.3)
The lemma follows since Ka is a compact set in C([0; T ];Sn).
Let @Sn and Sn denote the boundary and interior of Sn, respectively. By direct
calculation we get det(A(x))= x1    xn−1(1−
Pn−1
i=1 xi): Thus for any x2Sn , D(x) is
invertible and the inverse is given by
D−1(x)=
0
BBBBBBBBB@
1−P16i6n−1; i 6=1 xi
x1xn
1
xn
   1xn
1
xn
1−P16i6n−1; i 6=2 xi
x2xn
   1xn
           
1
xn
1
xn
   1−
P
16i6n−1; i 6=n−1 xi
xn−1xn
1
CCCCCCCCCA
(3.4)
where xn=1−
Pn−1
i=1 xi.
For any x in Sn and ’ in C([0; T ];Sn), let
Hx1 =

’: ’(t)= x +
Z t
0
g(s) ds; g2L2([0; T ])

;
K’ =

g2Hx1 : ’(t)= x +
Z t
0
b(’(s)) ds+
Z t
0
(’(s)) _g(s) ds

;
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and dene
Ix(’)=
8<
:
1
2 inf g2K’
Z T
0
( _g(t))2 dt; ’2Hx1 ;
1; ’ 62Hx1 :
(3.5)
By using the explicit expression of D−1(x), we get the following for functions ’(t)
whose paths are completely contained inside Sn :
[ _’(t)− b(’(t))]D−1(’(t))[ _’(t)− b(’(t))]0
=
n−1X
i; j=1; i 6=j
[ _’i(t)− bi(’(t))][ _’j(t)− bj(’(t))]
 
1−
n−1X
k=1
’k(t)
!−1
+
n−1X
i=1
[ _’i(t)− bi(’(t))]2
 
1−Pn−1k=1; k 6=i ’k(t)
’i(t)(1−
Pn−1
k=1 ’k(t))
!
=
nX
i=1
( _’i(t)− bi(’(t)))2
’i(t)
; (3.6)
where ’n(t)= 1−
Pn−1
i=1 ’i(t).
Lemma 3.2. If ’ hits the boundary @Sn, then Ix(’)=1.
Proof. We will prove this result by contradiction. Assume there is a ’ such that
Ix(’)<1 and ’ hits the boundary. Let t0 2 (0; T ] be the rst time that ’ hits the
boundary. Without loss of generality, we further assume that the hitting occurs on the
rst coordinate ’1. Now choose 0<t1<t2<t0 such that inf t2[t1 ; t2]fb1(’1(t))g>0, and
log(’1(t)) is absolutely continuous on [t1; t2]. By direct calculation we get
−2
Z t2
t1
_’1(t)b1(’(t))
’1(t)
dt6
Z t2
t1
( _’1(t)− b1(’(t)))2
’1(t)
dt6Ix(’)<1:
On the other hand, performing integration by parts twice, we get
−2
Z t2
t1
_’1(t)b1(’(t))
’1(t)
dt
=−2
8<
:b1(’(t2)) log(’1(t2))− b1(’(t1)) log(’1(t1))
+
8<
:2
Z t2
t1
log(’1(t)) _’1(t) dt
9=
;
= −2
8<
:b1(’(t2)) log(’1(t2))− b1(’(t1)) log(’1(t1))
+
8<
:2 [’1(t2)(log(’1(t2))− 1)− ’1(t1)(log(’1(t1))− 1)]
9=
; :
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Letting t2 goes to t0, the above will go to innity because the rst term goes to
innity while all other terms are bounded. This certainly contradicts the assumption of
niteness of Ix(’).
Hence if we dene Hx0 =H
x
1 \ C([0; T ];Sn ), then
Ix(’)=
8<
:
1
2
Z T
0
Xn
i=1
( _’i(t)− bi(’(t)))2
’i(t)
dt; ’2Hx0 ;
1; ’ 62Hx0 :
(3.7)
Theorem 3.3. For any x 2Sn , the family fPx g>0 satises a LDP on space C([0; T ];
Sn) with the good rate function Ix() and speed 2.
Remark. If we introduce a map 	 between spaces Sn and n such that
	(x1; : : : ; xn−1)=
 
x1; : : : ; xn−1; 1−
n−1X
i=1
xi
!
;
and for simplicity, let fPx g>0 denote its image probability on space C([0; T ]; n)
under the map 	, then by contraction principle we have that for any x2n , the
family fPx g>0 satises a large deviation principle on space C([0; T ]; n) with the
good rate function Ix() and speed 2.
Proof. By Corollary 3:4 in Pukhalskii (1991) and Lemma 3:1, it suces to show that
for every ’2Cx([0; T ];Sn);
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
2 logPx
(
sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− ’(t)j6
)
= lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 logPx
(
sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− ’(t)j6
)
=−Ix(’): (3.8)
First, we assume that the path of ’ is contained in Sn . Choose 0 small enough
such that
B
(
x()2Cx([0; T ];Sn); sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− ’(t)j60
)
Cx([0; T ];Sn ):
Then, we have
 12 inft2[0; T ]; x()2B d(x(t); @Sn)>0;
where d(y; @Sn)= inf z2@Sn jy − zj.
Dene
~(x)
(
(x); d(x; @Sn)>
smooth and uniform Lipschitz continuous; else:
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By replacing (x) with ~(x), we dene the diusion ~x(t), the law ~Px, the matrix ~A(x),
and the function ~Ix(); respectively. It is easy to see that Ix(’)= ~Ix(’). By using
Theorem 5:6:7 in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993) and Theorem 3:5 of Ch. 3 in Freidlin
and Wentzell (1984), we have for any f2Cx([0; T ];Sn),
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− f(t)j6
)
= lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− f(t)j6
)
=− ~Ix(f): (3.9)
Replacing f with ’ in Eq. (3.9), we end up with Eq. (3.8) because the corresponding
probabilities in both equations are the same for <0.
Now, we are ready to prove Eq. (3.8) for paths that hit the boundary of Sn. Let ’
be such a path. The following is trivially true.
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
2 logPx
(
sup
t2[0; T ]
jx(t)− ’(t)j6
)
>−Ix(’)=−1: (3.10)
On the other hand, let t0>0 be the rst time when ’ hits the boundary. Then for
any t 2 (0; t0), ’ will not hit the boundary on [0; t]. By using an argument similar to
that used in the derivation of Eq. (3.9) we get
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
s2[0; t]
jx(s)− ’(s)j6
)
=−I tx(’); (3.11)
where I tx(’) is the restriction of Ix(’) on [0; t]. Hence,
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
s2[0; T ]
jx(s)− ’(s)j6
)
6 lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
s2[0; t]
jx(s)− ’(s)j6
)
=−I tx(’): (3.12)
From the proof of Lemma 3:2, we get that I tx(’) converges to innity as t% t0
which implies
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
2 log ~Px
(
sup
s2[0; T ]
jx(s)− ’(s)j6
)
=−1: (3.13)
Lemma 3:2 combined with Eqs. (3.10) and (3.13) implies that Eq. (3.8) holds for
all ’2C([0; T ];Sn).
3.2. LDP for Fleming{Viot processes with neutral mutation
The Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation has many nice properties. One of
them is called the partition property, namely, given any nite partition of the type space
E=
SK
i=1 Ei, then fX (t; Ei): i=1; : : : ; Kg is a nite-dimensional diusion process as
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in Section 3.1 (cf. Ethier and Kurtz, 1994.) By using this property and the projective
limit technique, we will establish a LDP for the Fleming{Viot process with neutral
mutation. This kind of result can be viewed as an innite dimensional generalization
of the Freidlin{Wentzell theory. In the remainder of this article we will have E= [0; 1].
Consider the following family of partitions of space E
J= ff[0; t1]; (t1; t2]; : : : ; (tn; 1]g: 0<t1<t2<   <tn<1; n=1; 2; : : :g;
with the same partial ordering  as in P of Eq. (2.12). It is clear that JP. Thus,
we will denote generic element of J by {; |; etc., and for any {; |2J, the space X{
and the mappings {|; { are dened accordingly.
By an argument similar to that used in Section 2, we can show that the projective
limit of (X{; {|){; |2J is M1(E) and projective topology is stronger than the weak topol-
ogy but weaker than the -topology. We will use M pro1 (E) to denote the space M1(E)
with this projective limit topology.
Let C|=C([0; T ];X|) be equipped with the usual uniform topology. For any |
= fB1; : : : ; Brg {= fC1; : : : ; Clg, dene a map p{| between spaces C| and C{ such
that
p{| : C|!C{; (xB1 (t); : : : ; xBr (t))!
 X
BkC1
xBk (t); : : : ;
X
BkCl
xBk (t)
!
:
It is clear that p{| is continuous, and for any ‘ | {, p{‘=p{|p|‘. Now, let C be the
projective limit of the family f(C{; p{|); {; |2Jg and p|: C!C| be the corresponding
projection. Obviously, C([0; T ]; M pro1 ([0; 1])) is a subset of C. On the other hand, let
f|(): |2Jg be any element of C. Then for any t 2 [0; T ], f|(t): |2Jg can be
identied as a unique element (t) of M pro1 (E) and thus f|(): |2Jg can be identied
as (). For any (a; b]E, by the denition of projective limit, (t)((a; b]) is continu-
ous in t. Hence ()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)) and C can be identied as C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)).
For any 2M1(E), let P; ; 0 be the unique solution of the martingale problem
associated with generator L in Eq. 2.15 starting at .
Denition 3.1. A probability measure 2M1(E) is called non-degenerate if for any
|2J, |() has no zero component. A path ()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)) is called non-
degenerate if for every t in [0; T ], (t) is non-degenerate.
Remark. Any probability measure with support E is non-degenerate.
Denition 3.2. A path ()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)) is called absolutely continuous if
for every {2J, {()(t) is absolutely continuous as a multidimensional real-valued
function.
Theorem 3.4. For any non-degenerate 2M1(E), the family fP; ;0 g satises a LDP
on space C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)) as  goes to zero with the good rate function
I(())= sup
|2J
I|()(p|(())): (3.14)
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Remark. Let (t) be a path of the Fleming{Viot process with neutral mutation. Then
for every t>0, the support of (t) is a subset of the support of 0. Therefore, the
essential part of the type space is the support of 0. If we choose E to be the support
of 0, then the result still holds. Because of this we assume in the sequel, without loss
of generality, that the support of 0 is E= [0; 1].
Proof. Since the path of Fleming{Viot process is continuous in the -topology
(cf. Shiga, 1990), we have that P; ;0 fC([0; T ]; M pro1 (E))g=1. On the other hand,
for any |2J, by the nondegeneracy of , Theorem 3.3 and the remark following
it, we have that p|(P
; ; 0
 ) satises a LDP on space C| with the good rate function
I|()(). Applying Theorem 3.3 in Dawson and Gartner (1987) we get the result.
Let C1;0([0; T ]E) denote the set of all continuous functions on [0; T ]E with
continuous rst order derivative in time. For any 2M1(E); ()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)),
dene
S(()) = sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ]E)
(
h(T ); f(T )i − h(0); f(0)i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+A

f

ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z Z
f(s; x)f(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds
)
; (3.15)
and
H = f()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)): (0)= ; () is absolutely continuous,
non-degenerate, and for any |2J; p|()()2L2([0; T ])g:
Remark. It is clear that I(())=1 for any () not in H.
The next theorem gives an variational form of the rate function I(()).
Theorem 3.5. For any non-degenerate 2M1(E), and any ()2H, we have
I(())= S(()):
Proof. For any
|= fB1 = [0; b1); B2 = [b1; b2); : : : ; Bn−1 = [bn−1; 1]g2J;
and f(t; y)2C1;0([0; T ]E), let b0 = 0 and
|(f)(t; y)=f(t; bk); for y2Bk; k =0; : : : ; n− 1:
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Then from the absolute continuity of (), we haveZ T
0
h _(s); |(f)(s)i ds= h(T ); |(f)(T )i − h(0); |(f)(0)i
−
Z T
0

(s);
@
@s
|(f)(s)

ds: (3.16)
Approximating f by |(f), we obtain the following result of integration by parts:Z T
0
h _(s); f(s)i ds= h(T ); f(T )i − h(0); f(0)i−
Z T
0
〈
(s); _f(s)

ds: (3.17)
Let x=|(). For k=0; : : : ; n−1, let ’k(t)=p|()(t)(Bk); ’(t)=(’0(t); : : : ; ’n−1(t))
and g(t; y)= ( _’k(t) − bk(’(t)))2=’k(t) for y2Bk . Here g(t; y) is well dened since
() is non-degenerate, and absolutely continuous. Then by direct calculation we have
I|()(p|(()) = Ix(’)=
1
2
n−1X
k=0
Z T
0
( _’k(s)− bk(’(s)))2
’k(s)
ds
=
Z T
0
h _(s); g(s)i ds−
Z T
0
h(s); Agi ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
g(s; x)g(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds
6 sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ])E)
Z T
0
h _(s); |(f)(s)i ds−r
Z T
0
h(s); A(|(f))i ds
−1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
|(f)(s; x) |(f)(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds

;
(3.18)
where the inequality holds because g can be approximated pointwise by functions in
the set f|(f): f2C1;0([0; T ]E)g.
On the other hand,
sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ])E)
Z T
0
h _(s); |(f)(s)i ds−
Z T
0
h(s); A(|(f))i ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
|(f)(s; x) |(f)(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds

6 sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ])E)
Z T
0
"
n−1X
k=1
f(s; Bk)( _’k(s)− bk(’(s))
− 1
2
n−1X
k; l=1
f(s; Bk)Dkl(’(s))f(s; Bl)
3
5 ds
6
Z T
0
sup
2Rn
2
4 n−1X
k=1
k( _’k(s)− bk(’(s))−
1
2
n−1X
k; l=1
kDkl(’(s))l
3
5 ds
= Ix(’); (3.19)
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which, together with Eq. (3.18), implies that
I|()(p|(()) = sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ])E)
Z T
0
h _(s); |(f)(s)i ds−
Z T
0
h(s); A(|(f))i ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
|(f)(s; x) |(f)(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds

: (3.20)
By using the inequality
(a+ b)2
c + d
6
a2
c
+
b2
d
; a; b; c; d>0;
and expression (3:7) for Ix(’), we have that for any |2 |1,
I|2 ()(p|2 (()))>I|1 ()(p|1 (())):
Taking the supremum on both sides of Eqs. (3.20) over the set J, we nally get
I()(()) = sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ])E)
Z T
0
h _(s); f(s)i ds−
Z T
0
h(s); Afi ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
f(s; x)f(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds

= S(()); (3.21)
where the last equality follows from integration by parts (3:17).
Let C1(E) be the family of all continuous functions on E possessing continuous
derivatives of all order. For any linear functional # on space C1(E), dene
k#k2= sup
f2C1(E)

h#; fi − 1
2
Z
E
Z
E
f(x)f(y)Q(; dx; dy)

:
Then we have
Theorem 3.6. For any non-degenerate 2M1(E), and any () in H, we have
I(())=
Z T
0
k _(s)− A((s))k2(s) ds; (3.22)
where A is the formal adjoint of A dene through the equality hA(); fi= h; Afi.
We defer the proof of this theorem to the appendix.
3.3. LDP for Fleming{Viot processes with selection
Finally, we turn to prove the LDP of the Fleming{Viot process with selection. The
generator of the process is given in Eq. (2.16). We will assume that the tness function
V (x; y) is continuous on E⊗2 in the sequel.
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For any 2M1(E), let P; ; V; 0 be the unique solution of the martingale problem
associated with generator LV started at . For simplicity, we will not distinguish be-
tween P; ; 0 , P
; ; V; 0
 and their respective restrictions on C([0; T ]; M
pro
1 (E)). By the
Cameron{Martin{Girsanov transformation (see Dawson, 1978) we have that, restricted
on C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)),
dP; ; 0
dP; ; V; 0
= ZV (T )= exp

1

GV (())

>0; (3.23)
where
GV (()) =
Z T
0
Z
E
 Z
E
V (y; z)(s; dz)

M (ds; dy)
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
 Z
E
V (x; z)(s; dz)
  Z
E
V (y; z)(s; dz)

Q((s); dx; dy) ds; (3.24)
and M (ds; dy) is the martingale measure obtained from the martingale
Mt()= h(t); i − h(0); i−
Z t
0
h(s); Ai ds:
Let  be the Prohorov metric on M1(E), and Cw([0; T ]; M
pro
1 (E)) denote C([0; T ];
M pro1 (E)) equipped with the subspace topology of C([0; T ]; M1(E)). For any (); ()2
Cw([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)), let
%((); ())= sup
t2[0; T ]
((t); (t)):
Dene
R(; dx)=
Z
E
 Z
E
V (y; z)(dz)

Q(; dx; dy):
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7. For any non-degenerate 2M1(E), the family fP; ; V; 0 g satises the
following local LDP on space Cw([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)) as  goes to zero with the good
rate function I; V (()):
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
 logP; ; V; 0 f%((); ())<g
= lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP; ; V; 0 f%((); ())6g=−I; V (()); (3.25)
where
I; V (())=
8>>><
>>>:
Z T
0
k _(s)− R((s))− A((s))k2(s) ds; if (0)=  and () is
absolutely continuous;
1; elsewhere:
(3.26)
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Remark. This yields the weak LDP, that is, the upper bound holds for compact sets
only.
Proof. Theorem 3.4 combined with Theorem 3.5 in Freidlin and Wentzell (1984), we
have for ()2C([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)),
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
 logP; ; 0 f: %((); ())<g
= lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP; ; 0 f: %((); ())6g=−I(()): (3.27)
Let
C = sup
()2Cw([0; T ];M pro1 (E))

Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
 Z
E
V (x; z)(s; dz)


 Z
E
V (y; z)(s; dz)

Q((s); dx; dy) ds
 :
Since V is uniformly bounded, C is a nite constant. For any measurable subset B
of space Cw([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)), by using Eq. (3.23), Holder’s inequality, and martingle
property, we get for any >0; >0; 1=+ 1==1,
P; ; V; 0 fBg =
Z
B
ZV (T ) dP; ; 0
6 eC=2
Z
exp



Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V (y; z)(s; dz)

M (ds; dy)

dP; ; 0
1=
P; ; 0 fBg1=
6 e(C=2)(1+)P; ; 0 fBg1=
Z
ZV (T ) dP; ; 0
1=
= e(C=2)(1+)P; ; 0 fBg1=: (3.28)
By choosing B= f: %((); ())6g in Eq. (3.28), we get
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP; ; V; 0 f%((); ())6g6
C(1 + )
2
− 1

I(()) (3.29)
which implies Eq. (3.25) for paths that are not absolutely continuous.
Let () be an arbitrary absolutely continuous path in Cw([0; T ]; M pro1 (E)). For any
2M1(E), let V ()(y)=V (; y)=
R
E V (y; z)(dz). Then we haveZ T
0
Z
E
V ( (s); y)M (ds; dy) = h(T ); V ( (T ))i − h(0); V ( (0))i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+ A

V ( (s))

ds; (3.30)
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which is continuous in () in the topology generated by %. On the other hand,Z
E
Z
E
V (; x)V (; y)Q(; dx; dy) =
Z
E
Z
E
Z
E
V (x; z1)V (x; z2)(dz1)(dz2)(dx)
−
Z
E
Z
E
Z
E
Z
E
V (x; z1)V (y; z2)
 (dz1)(dz2)(dx)(dy);
which is also continuous in the topology generated by %.
Dene
 V (()) = h(T ); V ((T ))i − h(0); V ((0))i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+ A

V ((s))

ds
− 1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
 Z
E
V (x; z)(s; dz)
  Z
E
V (y; z)(s; dz)

Q((s); dx; dy) ds: (3.31)
Let B( (); ) denote the interior of B( (); ). For any >0, we can choose >0
small enough such that lim inf!0  logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g+ I( ())
<; (3.32)
 lim sup!0  logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g+ I( ())
<; (3.33)
Z T
0
Z
E
V ( (s); y)M (ds; dy)−
 
h (T ); V ( (T ))i − h (0); V ( (0))i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+ A

V ( (s))

ds
!<; (3.34)

Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V ((s); x)V ((s); y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds
−
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V ( (s); x)V ( (s); y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds
<; (3.35)

Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V ( (s); x)V ( (s); y)Q(; dx; dy) ds
−
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V ( (s); x)V ( (s); y)Q( (s); dx; dy) ds
<; (3.36)

Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(V ((s); x)−V ( (s); x))(V ((s); y)−V ( (s); y))Q((s); dx; dy) ds
<:
(3.37)
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By Eqs. (3.34){(3.37), we get
P; ; V; 0 fB( (); )g
=
Z
B( (); )
exp

1

GV (())

dP; ; 0
6 exp

1


 V ( ()) + 32 


Z
B( (); )
exp

1

 Z T
0
Z
E
 Z
E
V (y; z)((ds; dz)
− (s; dz))]M (ds; dy)

dP; ; 0
6 exp

1


 V ( ()) + 3 + 2 "

P; ; 0 fB( (); )g1=

Z
exp

1

 Z T
0
Z
E
 Z
E
V (y; z)((ds; dz)− (s; dz))

M (ds; dy)
−
2
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(V ((s); x)− V ( (s); x))


(V ((s); y)− V ( (s); y))Q((s); dx; dy)ds

dP; ; 0
1=
= exp

1


 V ( ()) + 3 + 2 "

P; ; 0 fB( (); )g1=: (3.38)
Together with Eq. (3.33) this implies
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g6 V ( ()) +
3 + 
2
"− 1

I( ()):
By letting "! 0, then ! 1, we get
lim
!0
lim sup
!0
 logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g6 V ( ())− I( ()): (3.39)
By an argument similar to that used in the derivation of Eq. (3.38) and Holder’s
inequality we get
P; ; V; 0 fB( (); )g
=
Z
B( (); )
exp

1

GV (())

dP; ; 0
> exp

1


 V ( ())− 32"


Z
B( (); )
exp

1

 Z T
0
Z
E
 Z
E
V (y; z)((ds; dz)
− (s; dz))

M (ds; dy)

dP; ; 0
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> exp

1


 V ( ())−

3
2
+

2

"


Z
B( (); )
exp

1

Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
V (y; z)((ds; dz)
−( (s; dz)))M (ds; dy)
+

2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(V ((s); x)− V ( (s); x))


(V ((s); y)− V ( (s); y))Q((s); dx; dy) ds

dP; ; 0
> exp

1


 V ( ())−

3
2
+

2

"

P; ; 0 fB( (); )g

Z
exp

1

 Z T
0
Z
E
 Z
E
−

V (y; z)((ds; dz)
− (s; dz))

M (ds; dy)
− 
2
22
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(V ((s); x)− V ( (s); x))


(V ((s); y)− V ( (s); y))Q((s); dx; dy)ds

dP; ; 0
−=
= exp

1


 V ( ())−

3
2
+

2

"

P; ; 0 fB( (); )g; (3.40)
which, combined with Eq. (3.32), leads to
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
 logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g> V ( ())−

3
2
+

2

"− I( ()):
By letting "! 0, then ! 1, we get
lim
!0
lim inf
!0
 logP; ; 0 fB( (); )g> V ( ())− I( ()): (3.41)
The equalities in Eq. (3.25) will follow if we can show that for absolutely continuous
path (),
I; V (())=− V (()) + I(()): (3.42)
By direct calculation we have
I(())−  V (())
= sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ]E)

h(T ); f(T )− V ((T ))i − h(0); f(0)− V ((0))i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+ A

f − V ((s))

+ hR((s)); f(s)− V ((s))i

ds
−1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(f(s; x)− V ((s); x))(f(s; y)
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−

V ((s); y))Q((s); dx; dy) ds

= sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ]E)

h(T ); f(T )i − h(0); f(0)i
−
Z T
0

(s);

@
@s
+ A

f

+ hR((s)); f(s)i

ds
−

1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
f(s; x)f(s; y)Q((s); dx; dy) ds

; (3.43)
which leads to Eq. (3.42).
Finally by Eq. (3.42), we get that the level sets associated with I; V (()) are com-
pact.
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Appendix
The proof of Theorem 3.6:
For any f in C1;0([0; T ]E), and () in H, we have that
h(T ); f(T )i − h(0); f(0)i −
Z T
0

(u);

@
@u
+ A

f

du
−1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
f(u; x)f(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du
=
Z T
0
h _(u)− A((u)); f(u)i du
−1
2
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
f(u; x)f(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du
6
Z T
0
k _(u)− A((u))k(u) du;
which, together with Theorem 3.5, implies that
I(())6
Z T
0
k _(u)− A((u))k(u) du: (A.1)
We next show that
I(())>
Z T
0
k _(u)− A((u))k(u) du: (A.2)
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Since  is non-degenerate and () is in H, we have that
I(())= S(())<1:
For any [s; t] [0; T ]; and any f in C1;0([s; t]E), let
ls; t(f)= h(t); f(t)i − h(s); f(s)i −
Z t
s

(u);

@
@u
+ A

f

du:
Let
L2([s; t]E)=

f:
Z t
s
Z
E
f2(u; x)(u; dx) du<1

;
and L is the linear subspace of L2([s; t]E) of all functions which are constant in
space variable x. Let L2([s; t]E)=L be the quotient space of L2([s; t]E) modulo L.
We introduce on L2([s; t]E)=L the following norm:
khk=
Z t
s
Z
E
Z
E
h(u; x)h(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du
1=2
;
and the inner product
hh1; h2i =
Z t
s
Z
E
Z
E
h1(u; x)h2(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du:
It is not hard to check that space (L2([s; t]E)=L; k  k) is a pre-Hilbert space.
Let L2([s; t]E) be the completion of space L2([s; t]E)=L (cf. for existence refer
to p. 56 of Yosida, 1980). Then (L2([s; t]E); k  k) becomes a Hilbert space.
Let L2sub([s; t]E) denote the closure in L2([s; t]E) of the linear span of the set
C1;0([s; t]E). By an argument similar to Dawson and Gartner (1987) on
pp. 277{280, and the Hahn{Banach Extension Theorem (cf. p. 106 of Yosida, 1980)
we have that ls; t is a bounded linear functional on L2sub([s; t]E). Thus by the Riesz
Representation Theorem, one can nd a function h in L2sub([0; T ]E) such that
ls; t(f)=
Z t
s
Z
E
Z
E
f(u; x)h(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du; (A.3)
inf
f2C1; 0([s; t]E)
Z t
s
Z
E
Z
E
(h(u; x)− f(u; x))(h(u; y)− f(u; y))
Q((u); dx; dy) du=0; (A.4)
S(())= 12
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
h(u; x)h(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy) du; (A.5)
which implies thatZ T
0
k _(u)− A((u))k(u) du
=
Z T
0
sup
g2C1(E)

h _(u)− A; gi − 1
2
Z
E
Z
E
g(x)g(y)Q((u); dx; dy)

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=
Z T
0
sup
f2C1; 0([0; T ]E)
h _(u)− A; f(u)i − 〈(u); _f(u)
−

1
2
Z
E
Z
E
f(u; x)f(u; y)Q((u); dx; dy)

= S(())− 12 inff2C1; 0([0; T ]E)
Z T
0
Z
E
Z
E
(h(u; x)− f(u; x))(h(u; y)− f(u; y))
Q((u); dx; dy) du
= S(());
where Eq. (A.3) is used in deriving the third equality, and Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) are
used in reaching the last equality. This together with Theorem 3.5 implies
Eq. (3.22).
Note added in proof
We have recently improved Theorem 2.5 to M1 (E) and believe that Theorem 3.4
can be improved in the same way. We also believe that Theorem 3.7 can be improved
to a full LDP in the -topology.
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